
@isobar
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Get involved



Check my twitter for 
links and instructions
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Get started

@skinnybouffant
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Why creators should

look at blockchain?

01
Four ways into the 
blockchain

02
Why the future is 
decentralised

03

25 minutes to tell you
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What is 
Blockchain?



The core process
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The Blockchain records transactions 
one after another:



A reaction to 
society’s trust issues 
in finance and 
brands
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In banking and brands



The future
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Land rights
Organisation 

structure

Voting  
systems

Ownership

Social   
security

Loyalty

Business 
finance

Global money 
transfer

Suggested as an 
answer to many 
things…



And dismissed by 
many…
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Is it an intellectual distraction?



Our changing world
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With key industries being disrupted 
by new innovations:

Ad networks Supply chainIdentity, privacyFinance
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Our changing world

At Isobar we have 
been using it for:
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Let’s talk 
creators
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New creators for Gen Z
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Things need to change

The economy for 
many creators is 

not working
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Payment
Copyright

Gifting

New 
experiences / 
collaborations

Patronage

Advertiser 
funded

Ownership

Resale

Creators for 
Blockchain:


Freedom

Equality

Liberty

Things need to change
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Our changing world

Kevin Abosch

Art & Media

Imogen Heap

Rights, Royalties & Payment

Famous pioneering creators:
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Ways into 
Blockchain
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Surprise 
through culture

01
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Culture #1

Reflect and embrace 
the language of the 
crypto scene

1.1
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Culture #2

Play an active role in 
the network, by 
processing (mining) 
the blockchain

1.2
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Offer truth 
Reflect value

02
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Truth #1

Bring acknowledged 
truths and 
permanent 
mementos to your 
audience

2.1
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New ways to 
engage

03
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New ways to engage #1

Uncover clues, gain 
a real reward with 
hidden treasure

3.1
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New ways to engage #2

Unlock new ticket 
experiences and 
ways to provide 
access to events

3.2
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New ways to engage #3

Fund creators’ ideas, 
time and efforts with 
tangible financial 
support

3.3
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Big 
influencers,   
new 
platforms.
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New ways to engage #4

Reward attention, 
protect privacy and 
rebalance the ad 
value exchange

3.4
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Increasing verified publishers
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Popular websites getting BAT verified
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New forms of 
expression

04
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New expressions #1

Create new methods 
of creating, funding, 
commissioning and 
owning art

4.1
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New expressions #1



Tron V.1 [KryptoKodama]

Fleshtrap

New expressions #2

Design unique gift 
experiences and 
curate ‘rare’ digital 
art collections

4.2
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Autoglyphs from Larva Labs

Block #20 Block #19
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New expressions #3

Develop distributed 
games that 
encourage 
involvement and 
activity

4.3
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New expressions #4

Commemorate 
Cannes Lions 2019, 
with a unique crypto 
collectable



Created by @magdalenaszklarczykillo �41

The Cannes Lions 2019 collectable
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The Cannes Lions 2019 collectable

ERC721 Contract created by fabrx.io

ဃU

င�
ဃ¬

Ethereum Blockchain

Email Wallet

Crypto Wallet

ဂF
bit.ly/IsoLion

https://etherscan.io/token/0x51c0839D38dc4D738efE13193ff7474F6672491E

http://fabrx.io
http://bit.ly/IsoLion
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Decentralised 
and distributed



Trust

Transparency

Permanence
�44
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Web 3.0

Web 3.0 is a movement 
away from the centralisation 
of services like search, 
social media and chat 
applications that are 
dependant on a single 
organisation to function.”

“


Source: wikipedia.org

http://wikipedia.org


“
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Decentralised future

This is Web v3. We are 
going to be delivering 
applications that look like 
web or mobile apps. They 
will just have a different kind 
of database in the backend 
that is much more 
trustworthy…”

Joseph Lubin, Co-founder, Ethereum



“
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Towards the internet of value

Creators and their 
audiences. Stop giving your 
data, attention and work 
away to the big 
corporates…”

Blockchain Evangelist
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Blockchain 

presents exciting 
opportunities to 

the creative 
community
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Give it a go

Register with Coinbase 
to purchase crypto 
currency (ETH)

Install Coinbase wallet 
app or similar on your 
mobile

Install Metamask 
Extension with Chrome, 
Firefox or Brave
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Your questions:

simon.gill@isobar.com

@isobar

mailto:simon.gill@isobar.com


Thank you!
For more information, please visit isobar.com

http://isobar.com



